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Crime
R e p o r t

Man beats up

‘home-wrecker’

Man uses ‘charming’
voice to lure victims

The electronic crimes department arrested a Gulf
blackmailer who made victims believe he was a girl and
lured more than 150 men. He made phone recordings
and got compromising photos of them. He then
revealed the truth and asked victims to pay up or be
exposed. Although the suspect confessed to trapping
more than 150 persons, only 30 came forward and com-
plained, including married men and adolescents. The
suspect appeared at the public prosecution and was
ordered remanded in jail.

‘inebriated’
campers fight

An argument over a card game ended up in a fight
that required police’s intervention to break it up. The
incident took place in a Subbiya camp where a fight
was reported between two Kuwaitis. Police broke up
the fight and discovered that the two men were in an
abnormal condition. Both were taken to the police sta-
tion, where they were remanded pending further legal
procedures.

Those who recently demonstrated outside the
Russian embassy should also hold similar demon-
strations outside many other embassies, including

those of the United States, Iran, Iraq, Turkey, Lebanon,
GCC states in addition to the Syrian embassy itself
whose government is k ill ing its own people and
destroying its own cities. Russia is no longer the commu-
nist Soviet Union that used to be criticized by Islamic
movements and parties with the excuse of ‘being athe-
ist’. The Russian state is as capitalist as any other capital-
ist state. I t shares and competes with the US on
resources and in killing. 

What is currently happening is mainly to protect
major interests of Russia, the US and other states that
have ambitions in Syrian and Iraqi oil and wealth, in
addition to the main motive of fragmenting the Arab
nations and dividing them so that Israel can be the only
power in the Middle East. The easiest and cheapest way
for major power to achieve their goals is to spread sec-
tarian strife, since it is the gateway for foreign interfer-
ence with a motive to divide Arab countries. It is also the
reason why they are fueling an endless Arabs-Iranian
war while we, all the Middle Eastern people and govern-
ments including those of Iran and Turkey, have been stu-
pid, ignorant, and fanatic enough to fall in this trap.

The Syrian revolution would have ended like that of
the Egyptian revolution, and if the Muslim Brotherhood
tried to take advantage, they would have met the same
destiny in Syria as they did in Egypt - at least that way
the Syrian people would have remained unharmed.

What these religious parties and those behind them did
to Syria is a crime. They opened a path for new coloniza-
tion eager to take control of Syrian resources. Syria is
divided because of disagreements among those who
have ambitions in Syria so that they can recollect the bil-
lions that were spent  and eventually, Israel will cheer
and rejoice and will get ready to strike other countries.

GCC states need no more wars because their blood is
already being sucked and they encumber their under-
ground oil to please others through reducing the prices,
purchasing and stacking weapons, and rebuilding what
Israel, or others, destroyed. GCC states need to face
themselves, respect their people and stop being shaky
and intimidated by blackmailers or get carried away in
wrong directions without any vision. What happened
could have been avoided if we had free will, if we acted
rationally and rejected intimidating attempts that fright-
ened us. I repeat, it is still possible to protect the region
from explosion if we have control over our decisions and
invite all regional countries to an open dialogue in
which each side reasonably and fairly listens to the oth-
er for a greater good of the countries. 

We need negotiating minds to propose fair solutions
to all the issues, namely that of sectarianism. The solu-
tion does not need magic or magicians; it only needs
well-aware and faithful people capable of realizing the
peoples’ needs and are willing to respect their beliefs
and use all regional resources for the good of the
region’s economy and the welfare and prosperity of its
people. —Translated by Kuwait Times

The disappointing protest 

Al-Jarida

Today, I am once more writing about a topic I
have already tackled on more than one occasion.
This is because there is a new parliament and a

new Cabinet in office, and I’m hoping that my idea
gets approved. What made me rewrite on this topic is
the court verdict against Abdulhameed Dashti, whom I
believe is one of the worst parliamentarians in Kuwait’s
history. The total verdicts passed against Dashti in
expression cases add up to 42 years, and he still has to
face more cases filed against him that might add up
his total imprisonment time to half a century or more. 

I am talking about a charge used against many peo-
ple in the past, which might be still used today and
tomorrow unless such charges are decisively faced and
a legislation is passed to stop them - the charge of
‘harming relations with friendly countries’! ‘Harming
relations with friendly countries’ has become a
weapon used willingly or in reaction to friendly and
brotherly countries’ dissatisfaction with opinions
expressed in Kuwait or by Kuwaiti citizens against
them. It is used against them, which is very much
unlike Kuwait and Kuwaitis.   

Kuwaitis have grown up to express their opinions
on various topics, at least regional ones, freely. That
was clear in the public protest organized outside the
embassy of Russia, which is a friendly country accord-
ing to Kuwaiti diplomatic norms that consider that
Kuwait has only one non-friendly country - the Zionist
entity. So the excuse of harming relations with friendly
countries and turning that into a punishable crime can
send the thousands who took part in that demonstra-
tion to prison if Russia files a complaint with the
Kuwaiti government and expresses dissatisfaction
about the demonstration. 

Not having a public reaction and rejection of such
charges, even if this means passing new legislations to
protect freedom of expression that does not consider
it an official attitude that would harm relations, this
charge would remain a threat to everybody, because if
we accept it as a penalty against people with whom
we disagree, we will have to accept it when used with
people with whom we share ideologies, and this has
happened and will happen. The same charge was used
against Saleh Al-Mulla, Mubarak Al-Duwailah, Hamad
Al-Naki, Musallam Al-Barrak, Abdulhameed Dashti and
others who are doing time in prison because they did
not like the policies of a friendly or brotherly country. 

The normal and logical ‘harm to relations with
friendly countries’ should be done by a state official; a
minister, ambassador, diplomat or a PM who verbally
or actually does so. Opinions expressed by the ‘public’
(writers, thinkers or MPs) should be treated differently! 

— Translated by Kuwait Times

42 years

Al-Jarida

By Ali Mahmoud Khajah

Al-Anbaa

Future outlook for
pending issues in state

departments!

KUWAIT: A Kuwaiti man beat his Egyptian neighbor and
accused her of destroying his family. The woman went to
Abu Halifa police station and lodged a complaint against
him. The man said she caused a problem between him and
his wife, adding that this was not the first time she had
done so. He said when he asked the neighbor not to visit
them, she insulted and provoked him, so he beat her.
Investigations are continuing.

Home robbery in
Saad Al-Abdullah

Criminal evidence men went to the house of a Gulf
national in Saad Al-Abdullah to collect evidence that may
lead to identifying thieves who stole KD 25,000, a plasma
TV, tablet, smartphone, perfumes and watches. The sus-
pects broke open the front door, the room door and the
cupboard where the safe was located. — Translated by
Kuwait Times

By Ali Al-Bedah 

Man beaten
over KD 10

A Bangladeshi man beat his compatriot, breaking his
thumb and causing other injuries. He told police he did so
because the victim stole KD 10 from him. The suspect was
arrested and the case was sent to the public prosecution
for further legal action.

KUWAIT: Minister of Social Affairs and Labor
and State Minister for Economic Affairs Hind Al-
Subaih returned in the new Cabinet stronger
and with a more decisive stand towards all
issues she is responsible for. She was threatened
with grillings and she welcomed them; she was
faced with protests and sit-ins but continued her
march, until her foes and supporters admitted
her political ability and her ministerial skills. So
her return to the government was recognition of
her work. 

Some people were waiting for her departure,
but when her name appeared in the new forma-
tion, talk about confronting and attacking her
resumed because of her decisions to restructure
the ministry, opening the issue of social aid,
amending the elderly law, retiring several senior
officials over “failures” and finally dealing with
the issue of disabled aid violations. Al-Rai daily
held the following interview with the minister
earlier in the week:

Economic strategy
Al-Rai: We know the nature of the social

affairs and labor ministry, but everyone is
asking about the economic affairs ministry
and what is the purpose of it? And what does
it include?

Hind Al-Subaih: The economic affairs min-
istry will prepare the state’s economic strategy,
and one of its pillars is the secretariat general of
planning that prepares the development plan
and the government work program. The eco-
nomic affairs ministry will be involved in more
details away from the development plan, and its
decisions will be crucial because the develop-
ment plan is crucial. The new ministry will be
concerned with many issues and it should be a
reference for all decisions and have an opinion
in legislations.

The ministry of economic affairs will oversee
diversification of sources of income, privatiza-
tion, spending, price control, attracting foreign
investors and private and public sectors partner-
ship in a way that does not make employment
depend on the public sector. The aim of the eco-
nomic affairs ministry is to set the cost of each
decision or legislation law and its economic fea-
sibility. The economic committee now includes
the finance ministry, oil and energy ministry,
economic affairs ministry and commerce min-
istry, and it is chaired by the finance minister
because he is also the deputy premier.

Al-Rai: Does not this increase your bur-
dens and responsibilities?

Subaih: It is an endorsement and trust. The
repeated trust of His Highness the Prime
Minister in itself is a burden and a motivation for
more achievements, and I must now move from
the achievement stage into the innovation one.

I also depend in my work on delegation of
duties and follow-up, and not by centralization
of powers. I met, after the government’s forma-
tion, with officials from the social affairs min-
istry, public authority for manpower, public
authority for the disabled and the planning sec-
retariat general. I asked for the work plan of
each sector and delegated duties for all. I also

told everyone to comply with the law and apply
it to all, and that I will follow and evaluate work
every month. At the end of the quarter of the
first year, those who do not complete what is
asked of them should resign without any excus-
es, as the work environment is provided with all
requirements for achievement.

Expat workers
Al-Rai: In 2013, the social affairs ministry

announced its intention to reduce expat
workers by 100,000 annually. Did you suc-
ceed in this?

Subaih: This is not true. I think this matter
was brought up before I became minister.

Al-Rai: What happened with the issue of
correcting the demographic imbalance? Have
you made any progress, or is it still under
study? Are there any intentions to reduce the
number of certain communities that have
grown so much, with some reaching almost a
million?

Subaih: No one can speak about the popula-
tion structure without having studied the nature
of the population structure and the needs of the
marketplace and plans of the state and develop-
ment projects, and is aware of data and statistics
about the nature of the population structure
and all lingering issues. 

As for what is being put forth as opinions of
MPs’ or state officials to resolve the demograph-
ic imbalance, I say whoever has an actual solu-
tion based on a study is welcome in my office to
express his opinion and proposal, and we will
implement it if possible. We are not against
expat labor in general, rather our problem is
with those without degrees and who are
untrained and unqualified, in addition to human
traffickers who harmed Kuwait domestically and
distorted its image abroad. There are many proj-
ects that need one person only, but the employ-
er brings in 10 persons, and there are many jobs
that can rely on technology such as guarding,
cleaning and others.

We need 15 years at least to reach a balance
in the demographic structure, and achieve a
population ratio in which expats’ population
would not exceed 60 percent of the total popu-
lation, or even drop to 40 percent.  About
progress in the demographic structure issue, we
are waiting for several decisions by the Cabinet
because the issue is related to the interior min-
istry and labor authority, and we will move the
labor need estimation from all authorities and
parties to the labor authority only. We will also
increase fines on residency violators from KD 2
to KD 4 per day. We are now working in more
than one direction at the same time, as we are
working on a quota for each nationality. We will
also place new rules for family visas to limit any
harm to the population structure and stop the
residency of unskilled (marginal) labor.

Quota for each nationality
Al-Rai: What are the most notable steps to

reduce the number of expats and adjust the
demographic structure?

Subaih: This is not in our calculations - we
will place a quota for reach nationality and we

will reduce or stop unskilled labor. But we do
not have any intention to target a certain
nationality.

Al-Rai: How can you balance plans of
adjusting population structure with develop-
ment projects that need more expat labor?

Subaih: There is a balance of course, and
development projects are in mind as well as
their labor needs. We have placed strict rules for
bringing in labor for those projects, besides get-
ting rid of unskilled workers in Kuwait.

Rai: How successful were you in fighting
visa traders?

Subaih: I was able to limit visa trade by 60
percent. I cannot say I eradicated it, but I limit-
ed it in cooperation with various state agen-
cies.

Al-Rai: Expats are complaining that the
government’s austerity measures and adjust-
ment of the population structure that target
them personally are a form of discrimination.
What is your opinion?

Subaih: Expenses in Kuwait are still the least
among Gulf countries.

Al-Rai: How do you view the status of the
marketplace in Kuwait?

Subaih: The labor market needs organization
in all  facets,  be it  Kuwaiti  or non-Kuwaiti ,
females and males, married and unmarried,
qualified and non-qualified, and various nation-
alities. Firstly, national labor is minimal in the
private sector, and needs to increase to adjust
chapter one (salaries) of the budget, in addition
to identifying professions that only expat work-
ers work in, but in which Kuwaitis can work too.

History stands witness to this. In the past, banks
and communications companies used to rely on
expats, and now rely on national labor with
great success. 

The issue needs change in the youth culture
and direction. The population structure needs
adjustment as far as the number of citizens and
expats are concerned, and the nature of expat
labor. Bringing in expat labor will be subject to
tests in their countries before hiring them. The
decision will be applicable in the coming days
and the start will be with Egypt and India, as
there are agreements with the two countries
through non-profit international organizations
to guarantee that no fees or commission will be
imposed on workers.

National manpower
Al-Rai: Is it true that the Kuwaiti does not

work?
Subaih: I cannot say this because I am a

Kuwaiti to start with, and all those I know work. I
do not accept such people in areas that are
under my management, but I would like to tell
you that “the human being is as you raise him”.
The employee is under the shadow of his senior,
like a child is in his family. If he is raised with the
values of commitment and perseverance, he will
grow up with those values. If the family accus-
toms him to a spoiled life, he will live and die
spoiled. 

I worked 30 years as an employee in various
government departments, and after I became
minister, I found that many employees in my
departmentss do not work. But with direction
and encouragement, they become very active.
My opinion is that Kuwaiti workers are qualified
and have enough intelligence, and all they lack
are incentives and examples. With this I mean

starting with the minister to the head of the
department.

Al-Rai: Does the Kuwaiti woman work
more than the Kuwaiti man?

Subaih: The Kuwaiti woman is more accurate
and organized than men if she is qualified. This
is a heavenly gift to all women.

Al-Rai: Qatar abolished the kafala (spon-
sorship) system. Will Kuwait go along that
path?

Subaih: As for Qatar’s abolition of the kafala
system, this is not true, as I personally contacted
them and made sure of this. In Kuwait, we are
working with the interior ministry to apply the
scrapping of the sponsor ship system gradually,
starting with some professions such as doctors
and engineers and those at their level. We are
also studying making the state a sponsor, like
with the domestic help company.

Development plan
Al-Rai: Are you satisfied with the achieve-

ment percentage as far as the development
plan is concerned?

Subaih: No, I am not satisfied, because we
cannot jump higher than what we reached, and
the reason is officials’ laxity. When I took over as
minister, the National Assembly had six laws
that only needed a decision and follow-up. I
ordered the completion of the laws and they
were completed on time. We plan very well, but
all we lack is the will to execute. Kuwait needs
rehabilitation of people so that we reach quality
in planning, in addition to execution and follow-
up.

Al-Rai: Why then is there much talk about
the absence of actual development and that
everything is only “ink on paper”?

Subaih: Achievements appear without the
need to talk about them, and this is the decisive
answer and deterrent to all those who are talk-
ing. Achievements are very clear, starting with
the roads network, the hospitals that are being
opened every day, housing development and
new cities, and achievement is reflected in capi-
tal spending that has exceeded 70 percent.

I  do not blame those who do not trust
achievement, because precedents are not
encouraging, as some citizens are looking at
what happened with the Jaber Stadium which
took more than 10 years to build. But I say with
full confidence that wheels of work are moving,
and we are still yet to achieve our desired goals.

Al-Rai: What are the total expenses of the
development plan so far from its allocated
amount?

Subaih: KD 1.172 billion was spent out of KD
2.974 billion by Dec 31, 2016, nearly 40 percent
of the allocated budget.

Al-Rai: Did the drop in oil prices and aus-
terity measures affect plans?

Subaih: Capital spending was not affected at
all. The effects were on incentives and the sec-
ond chapter (products and services).

Labor minister talks demographic imbalance,

expat workers, new ministry in in-depth interview

‘We need 15 years at least to reach a balance in the demographic structure’

Minister of Social Affairs and Labor Hind Al-Subaih


